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Central bank policymakers had earlier flagged a possible rate rise at the monthly policy meeting in June against the backdrop 

of spiking inflation. NBH policymakers had kept the base rate on hold at 0.60% since last summer, but inflation reached 

5.1% in both April and May, well outside of the +/- one-percentage-point tolerance band around the central bank’s 3.0% 

mid-term target. The Council also decided to leave the overnight deposit rate at -0.05% and the overnight and one-week 

collateralised loan rates at 1.85%.

In a statement, the Council said it “launched a cycle of interest rate hikes to ensure price stability, to prevent inflation risks 

from having long-lasting effects and to anchor inflation expectations”. Noting that risks to the inflation outlook “remain on 

the upside”, the Council said it would assess the need to further tighten monetary conditions. It said the cycle of interest 

rate hikes would continue “until the outlook for inflation stabilises around the central bank target and inflation risks become 

evenly balanced on the horizon of monetary policy”.

The Monetary Council of the National Bank of Hungary (NBH) decided to raise the central 
bank base rate by 30 basis points to 0.90% at a monthly policy meeting on Tuesday.

HunGARY RAISeS BASe RATe 30 BP TO 0.90%

Finance Ministry releases detailed 
budget report for Jan-May

Coronavirus updates

european Parliament holds plenary 
session
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Girl cooling off in a fountain in downtown Budapest as heat wave continues
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SZIJJÁRTÓ SeeS ‘FAKe 
neWS CAMPAIGn’ 
AROunD HunGARY  
AnTI-PAeDOPHILe LAW

A “global fake news campaign” has been 

launched around Hungary’s recent anti-

paedophile law to “mislead the general 

public”, Foreign Minister Péter Szijjártó 

said in Luxembourg. Speaking on the 

sidelines of a meeting of European Union 

affairs ministers, Szijjártó told Hungarian 

reporters that critics of the contested 

law have “formed their opinion based 

on that campaign”. The law does not 

discriminate against any social group, 

it is “about just one thing: protecting 

Hungarian children”, he insisted.

Meanwhile, the Hungarian foreign 

ministry has said that a recent statement 

by the British Embassy in Budapest 

“shows a complete lack of information” 

and was written based on “malevolent 

misinterpretation and false news”. 

Hungary’s recent paedophile legislation 

is “aimed at protecting children” and 

to ensure “parents’ exclusive right to 

provide education to their children 

concerning sexual orientation”, the 

statement said. The law is not aimed 

against any community and “does 

not concern the sexual orientation of 

adults”, the ministry insisted.

JuSTICe MInISTeR: eu 
HOSTAGe TO IDeOLOGICAL 
DeBATeS

The European Union has become 

hostage to ideological debates, 

Hungary’s justice minister said. Judit 

Varga said on Facebook in an English-

language post that on the agenda of a 

General Affairs Council meeting, “the last 

point is once again Europe’s sick, tired 

political stick, aka the Article 7 procedure”. 

“The series of blackmailing with the rule 

of law could not be more relevant now, 

at the beginning of the Conference 

on the Future of the European Union, 

another key topic today.” she added. She 

said “the international hate campaign 

launched against Hungary for the 

recently adopted anti-paedophile law” 

was a good example. “While we protect 

the fundamental rights of children, 

parents and families, the lie factory of the 

European liberal steamroller is once again 

trying to bring our country into disrepute 

and calling for international intervention,” 

she added.

Varga said she was in Luxembourg 

“to repel all unfounded attacks and 

protect the honour of our country”. “It 

is a sad fact that in Europe, law and the 

rule of law mean no longer a barrier to 

political action, but a tool of political will 

and ideological blackmailing,” she said. 

“We want a Europe where there are no 

sanction mechanisms and stigmatisation 

only because the Member States have 

different ideological and cultural views. 

We believe that the future of Europe 

lies in strong, sovereign nations built of 

organic communities,” she added.

SZIJJÁRTÓ: eu COuLD 
LOSe WeSTeRn BALKAnS

Unless the European Union 

makes timely steps in terms of 

its enlargement, it could lose the 

Western Balkans, similarly to the 

United Kingdom, Foreign Minister 

Péter Szijjártó said on the sidelines 

of a meeting of EU affairs ministers 

in Luxembourg. Enlargement of the 

EU is “one of the most important 

policies” of the community, he said. 

The bloc will pursue “policies running 

contrary to its own interests” if it fails to 

accelerate accession talks with Serbia 

and Montenegro, and delays the start 

of talks with North Macedonia and 

Albania, he said. Szijjártó said there was 

a “competition” under way to integrate 

the Balkans and exert influence on 

the region. He said that though the 

EU stands the highest chances to 

win, as countries in the region have 

“all chosen the European path”, the 

region’s “transatlantic direction must 

not be taken for granted”. The EU 

needs the Western Balkans more than 

the Western Balkans countries need 

the EU, Szijjártó warned, adding that 

“losing that region could be a realistic 

scenario for the EU in case of a long 

impasse”. 

“The EU must be enlarged with new 

members and with economic and 

trade cooperation with those states 

coupled with market opportunities,” 

he said. Szijjártó said that in the 

light of three countries in the region 

recently meeting NATO’s entry 

criteria “there’s no reason for the 

EU’s delays”. The minister urged that 

Serbia and Montenegro should be 

“quickly integrated”, and that talks 

with Albania and North Macedonia 

are started. “Failing to do so, the EU 
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will not only give up a realistic success 

but may risk stability and security in 

its neighbourhood instead of peace, 

calm, and economic opportunities,” 

he added.

FIDeSZ POLITICIAn: 
uKRAIne SHOuLD 
OBSeRVe MInORITY 
PROTeCTIOn 
COnVenTIOnS

As a member country of the 

Council of Europe (CoE), Ukraine 

has the obligation to observe CoE 

minority protection conventions, 

yet the Hungarian community in 

Transcarpathia has been subject 

to continued persecution by local 

authorities in the recent past, a 

lawmaker of Hungary’s ruling Fidesz 

party said in Strasbourg on Monday 

evening. Barna Pál Zsigmond gave 

a statement to MTI on the sidelines 

of the CoE Parliamentary Assembly 

meeting. He said that it is unacceptable 

that the Hungarian community has not 

been ensured appropriate protection 

in Ukraine, not even in the framework 

of bilateral agreements, despite the 

fact that Hungary has always stood 

up for Ukraine’s territorial integrity and 

it fully supports that country’s Euro-

Atlantic endeavours.

Legislation guaranteeing the rights 

of Hungarian minorities existed before, 

the Hungarian lawmaker said, adding 

that there had been setbacks by Kiev’s 

leadership as regards those rights. He 

said Ukraine’s minority protection 

regime was working well before and 

allowed the Hungarian minority to 

use its mother tongue in education. 

“But this possibility was forcefully 

eliminated by the political leadership 

of Ukraine,” he said.

SZIJJÁRTÓ WeLCOMeS 
ueFA DeCISIOn ‘nOT TO 
ASSIST TO POLITICAL 
PROVOCATIOn’

Foreign Minister Péter Szijjártó 

welcomed a decision by heads of 

the Union of European Football 

Associations (UEFA) “not to assist to 

political provocation against Hungary” 

and rejecting Munich’s request for 

illuminating a football stadium in 

rainbow colours. “Thank God common 

sense still prevails among UEFA leaders,” 

Szijjártó told Hungarian journalists 

in the break during a meeting of 

European Union foreign ministers in 

Luxembourg. Munich’s left-wing mayor 

had proposed illuminating the stadium 

in rainbow colours during a Germany-

Hungary match on Wednesday in order 

to express protest against Hungary’s 

new paedophile law which bans 

sexual education in schools promoting 

homosexuality and gender change.

ORBÁn: AnIMATIOn FILM 
DIReCTOR JAnKOVICS 
‘SHOWeD uS THe CAuSe 
TO FIGHT FOR’

Marcell Jankovics’s mission was “to 

show us what we are fighting for, 

what we have to protect and to show 

us how we can still remain human in 

the toughest battles”, Prime Minister 

Viktor Orbán said at the funeral of the 

acclaimed animation film director and 

illustrator, in the Budapest Farkasrét 

cemetery. Jankovics, honorary president 

of the Hungarian Academy of the Arts 

(MMA) and an artist of the nation, died 

on May 29, aged 79. “Jankovics showed 

us that only those and the cause matter 

whom and which we are fighting for, 

not the enemy we want to defeat,” 

Orbán said. “He warned us that it does 

not matter if we are winning many 

battles, if we are not cautious enough, 

our culture will disappear forever.” The 

prime minister said Jankovics was “one 

of the world’s last polymaths, one who 

has left an impressive oeuvre behind”. 

“For him, to be Hungarian, to speak 

Hungarian was not a status, but a rank. 

He strongly believed that Hungarian 

culture was rightly worthy of the world’s 

attention,” Orbán said.

Jankovics was born in 1941 in 

Budapest. Having been denied 

admission to the Technological 

University’s architecture faculty for 

political reasons, he started working 

in a factory, and soon found a position 

at Pannonia Film Company, where he 

was appointed animation director in 

1965. He worked with the best of the 

golden era of Hungarian animation 

such as József Nepp and Attila Dargay. 

His works include full-length animation 

films such as János vitéz (John the 

Valiant), Fehérlófia and The Tragedy 

on Man, all re-imaginings of well-

known Hungarian tales and dramas. 

He also directed an animated series of 

Hungarian fairy tales.
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HunGARY ReCORDS FOuR 
COROnAVIRuS FATALITIeS, 
54 neW InFeCTIOnS

Four patients died over the past 24 

hours, while 54 new infections were 

registered, koronavirus.gov.hu said on 

Tuesday. So far 5,421,230 people have 

received a first jab, while 4,555,029 have 

been fully vaccinated. The number of 

active infections has declined to 41,784, 

while hospitals are treating 281 Covid 

patients, 32 of whom need respiratory 

assistance. There are 3,866 people in 

official quarantine, while 6,062,806 

tests have been officially carried 

out. Since the first outbreak, 807,684 

infections have been registered, 

while fatalities have risen to 29,963. 

Fully 735,937 people have made a 

recovery. So far, most infections have 

been registered in Budapest and Pest 

County, followed by the counties of 

Borsod-Abaúj-Zemplén, Győr-Moson-

Sopron and Hajdú-Bihar.

MATOLCSY: CBAnK, GOVT 
ADVAnCe In STRATeGIC 
ALLIAnCe, In SPITe OF 
DIFFeRenCeS

National Bank of Hungary (NBH) 

governor György Matolcsy 

acknowledged differences between 

the central bank and the government 

over some issues, but said the sides 

continue to work together in a close 

strategic alliance at a press conference 

following a monthly policy meeting 

on Tuesday. The National Bank of 

Hungary has until now planned its 

operation in very close cooperation 

together with the government and 

will do so in future, too, Matolcsy said. 

“A very close strategic alliance has been 

formed between the government and 

the central bank ... Both sides see this 

to be of great value,” he said. Matolcsy 

said there could be differences in the 

assessment of economic trends in 

Hungary, adding, at the same time, 

that there was no disagreement that 

the central bank and the government 

move forward in a strategic alliance.

On Monday, Matolcsy warned 

that government overspending in 

2022 could fuel inflation in a column 

published in national daily Magyar 

Nemzet. Matolcsy wrote that he 

believes the 5.9 percent-of-GDP budget 

deficit target in the 2022 budget is “a 

mistake” and could set the country up 

for “persistently high inflation”.

FInAnCe MInISTeR SAYS 
nOW nOT THe TIMe FOR 
BuDGeT CuTS

Economic policy should be focused 

on supporting investments, creating 

jobs and recovering capacities lost to 

the crisis caused by the coronavirus 

pandemic, Hungary’s finance minister 

said after a meeting with his Visegrad 

Group counterparts in Warsaw. Now 

is not the time for contractionary 

measures, but for rebooting the 

economy, Mihály Varga told an online 

press conference. Cutting support to 

economic players too soon would 

slow the pace of recovery, posing a 

risk to families, businesses and the 

economy as a whole, he added. Even 

with economy protection measures 

accounting for almost 30% of GDP, 

Hungary’s budget deficit was around 

the European Union average, while 

the public debt level was significantly 

lower, Varga said.

The minister expressed concern 

over international proposals for the 

introduction of a global minimum 

tax, saying it posed a risk of global 

tax increases, while the original plan 

to tax tech giants could fall by the 

wayside. Hungary’s stance on the 

proposal is clear, Varga said, noting 

that the country rejects any plan 

that would force it to raise taxes and 

hurt its competitiveness. Hungary’s 

9% corporate tax rate brings in 

investments, he said, adding that a 

tax increase would hurt thousands 

of businesses and put jobs at risk. In 

response to a question, Varga said 

Hungary was prepared to take part in 

the talks on the global minimum tax 

plan and believed that its partners 

could be persuaded not to eliminate 

tax competition. Hungary will make 

its position known at OECD and EU 

forums, Varga said, adding that he had 

also discussed the proposal with his 

V4 counterparts on Tuesday as well as 

with the representative of Italy, which 

holds the presidency of the G20, at last 

week’s Ecofin meeting in Luxembourg.

As the incoming president of the 

Visegrad Group, Hungary is committed 

to continuing the work started by 

Poland and to strengthening the 

alliance, Varga said. The minister said 
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the Czech, Hungarian, Polish and Slovak 

economies had all contracted at a lower 

rate than the European Union average 

in 2020, adding that their output would 

be back at pre-pandemic levels this year.

GÖDÖLLŐ unIVeRSITY TO 
unDeRGO HuF 180-200 Bn 
enLARGeMenT 

The University of Agriculture and Life 

Science in Gödöllő will benefit from 

an enlargement project starting next 

year and using a budget of 180-200 

billion forints (EUR 509-566m), dean 

Csaba Gyuricza told business daily 

Világgazdaság. Gyuricza highlighted 

the benefits of the university 

recently shifting to a foundation-

based operation model, and insisted 

that its earlier autonomy would be 

maintained. “The primary guarantee 

for autonomy is that the university has 

a functional senate, it has the power to 

select its teachers and researchers, to 

prepare a development strategy and 

define research areas,” he insisted.  

“The university calls for change,” he 

said, and argued that agriculture was 

now heavily influenced by IT, and the 

sector “requires completely different 

labour than 30 years ago”. Concerning 

the upgrade, Gyuricza said that while 

the main buildings would be renewed, 

a new sports complex, laboratories, 

libraries, and student accommodation 

would be built. He added that the 

current number of students could be 

doubled and reach 10,000.

BuDAPeST TRAnSPORT 
COMPAnY OFFeRS ‘COOL 
SPOTS’ In HeAT WAVe 

Budapest’s public transport company 

BKK has set up 34 wells across the city 

to provide drinking water for people 

in the street with regard to the current 

heat wave, the company told MTI. The 

company, in cooperation with local 

governments, has also established 

areas to cool off outfitted with solar-

powered fans and shade plants on 

Baross and Boráros squares, BKK said. 

A heat alert is in force for the whole 

country until Thursday midnight.

PROSeCuTOR PReSSeS 
CHARGeS AGAInST 
FOOTBALL FAnS 
ASSAuLTInG SLOVAKS 

The prosecutor’s office has pressed 

charges against three Hungarians 

on suspicion of assaulting Slovak 

football supporters after a Hungary-

Slovakia match back in September 

2019, the municipal chief prosecutor 

of Budapest told MTI. According to 

Tibor Ibolya’s statement, two, 35 

and 31 year-old brothers and a 27 

year old third person, as part of 

a larger group, attacked a group 

of Slovak supporters on their 

way back to their hotel after the 

match. The three suspects chased 

two Slovak fans, hit one of them, 

and caused serious injuries to the 

other, who suffered a broken nose 

and fractured ribs. The prosecutor’s 

office has proposed suspended 

prison sentences and banning 

the suspects from visiting football 

events.


